
Managing the Silica Dust Challenge
Cleaning in environments with fine dust like sand or silica poses a particular 
cleaning challenge. Using an M20 or M30 equipped with WOC functionality, you 
can clean your facility using methods allowed by OSHA silica dust housekeeping 
requirements, while also conserving time and resources.

Conserve Time
Tennant M20 and M30 machines equipped with WOC functionality include the 
Pro-Panel console, allowing operators to quickly configure the machines for Wet 
Sweeping with a single touch (Leaf Button). This option uses the lowest water flow and down pressure settings, and at the same 
time extends scrub time by minimizing dump and fill cycles.

Conserve Budget
Using WOC functionality increases productivity and reduces operating costs by employing a machine’s lowest water flow and 
down pressure settings. Reducing water use results in fewer tank refills and reduces water usage costs. At the same time, low 
down pressure results in longer scrub brush life. 

Conserve Natural Resources
As water scarcity is a topic of increasing concern, companies and communities are looking for ways to decrease water usage. 
WOC functionality reduces the amount of water the machine uses, conserving this important resource. Since the setting also 
reduces wear on scrub brushes, the brushes last longer and result in fewer worn-out brushes in landfills.

M20 & M30  
Pro-Panel® Wet Only with Conservation (WOC) Functionality

Now available on the Tennant M20 and M30, Pro-Panel  
Wet Only with Conservation (WOC) functionality 
gives you two options for cleaning efficiently in dusty 
environments, both allowed by OSHA silica dust control 
housekeeping requirements:

Wet Sweeping: continuous water flow while scrubbing provides moisture  
around debris so the recovery system can effectively pick it up and contain it in the 
recovery tank. 

Water Flooding: flooding the floor effectively controls dust during scrubbing 
processes, preventing it from becoming airborne.
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Learn more
Contact your Tennant Sales Representative for more information on the M20 and M30 with Pro-Panel WOC functionality.  
Your representative can show you how you can address the challenge of managing fine dust while conserving time, money, and resources.


